At NJM Packaging we strive to build customer value by supplying an assortment of custom accessories and services designed to integrate into the turnkey packaging line. We deliver end-to-end project management with on spec, on time, on budget projects.

**CLIENT TESTIMONY**

**POMPEIAN**

"Versatility and ease of change-over were among the most important benefits realized when this pressure sensitive labeler and a second one just like it were installed at Pompeian’s vinegar and edible oils lines."

**GOLDEN HERITAGE**

“The new labeler handles all containers with ease; and the no-tool changeover is quick and easy.”
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CLIENT TESTIMONY
NOW FOODS
“NJM Packaging was able to integrate 12 different vendors in a turnkey line for us. The line was delivered on time, on budget, and running sellable product within 5 days.”

▲ Electrical Power Box
For the main service drops including the machine circuit breakers.

▲ In Line Check Weigher

▲ Electrical & Pneumatic Conduit
SS construction for clean and organized passage of electrical and air supplies. Ideal for turnkey lines.

▲ Desiccant Pouch Dispenser

▲ Lexan Dust Covers
Protects open containers from dust debris prior to capping machine.

▲ RFID Tagging
Offering a full-range of Print & Apply labeling machines capable of handling a wide variety of applications with e-Pedigree Serialization & RFID capabilities.

▲ E-Stop Line Control
Mushroom push buttons at key locations for operator quick access should a safety event occur. The line control module assures all machines are linked together.

▲ Belt Transfer System
Used to eliminate dead plates from conveyor-to-conveyor. Positive transfer holds containers for bottom coding.

▲ Project Management
Initiates projects for critical information, samples, and layouts. Continual evaluation of customer specs to be sure project remains on schedule.

▲ Validation
Provide validation & documentation for pharmaceutical regulatory requirements.

▲ OEE
Overall Equipment Effectiveness: Automated solutions for gathering and analyzing production data.